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The  BRAINS 01 – Breakthrough Researches and Actions International Network in Suceava – 1

st
 edition, is a multi-scientific event, 

organized between October 30 and  November 1 2015 in  Voronet – in the magical county of Bucovina, full of UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

The General Organizer is ROSPHET (Romanian Society for Philosophy Engineering and Technoethics), in collaboration and cooperation 

with: 

-  “Stefan cel Mare University” – through the EPHES Research Center of the Faculty of History and Geography – created by the Department 

of Social, Human and Political Sciences; 

- EDUSOFT (SMART conferences; 

- the European Jurnal of Science and Theology (Iasi, Romania); 

- various entities of the University of Crete, Greece; 

- LUMEN Publishing House, Ia;I, Romania; 

- the Humanities Journal (Switzerland); 

- Jnana-Deepa Vidyapeeth: Institute of Philosophy and Religion, Pune, Maharashtra, India; 

-  the Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez, Mexic; 

-, the Ibn Khaldun Center for Research and Studies, Amman, Jordan 

- The Beyond Transhumanism Network 

& 

other research and academic entities 

 

 

The General Chair of the BRAINS multi-conferences is Professor Viorel Guliciuc – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania – 

President of ROSPHET/SRFIT 

 

 

The main aim is to offer to the young researchers and members of the academic community a frame to share and challenge their revolutionary or 

innovative ideas, for the (future) public defend of their work, during international acclaimed conferences, in order to select the best papers for 

fast publishing in internationally recognized journals – European Journal of Science and Theology, Humanities, Brain, Postmodern Openings 

a.o. 

 

 

For now, the conferences organized in the BRAINS frame are: 

PHEADE 

EPHES 

SMART 

 

 

The EPHES (Philosophy of Engineering and Artifact in the Digital Age) conference - 2015 – 3
rd

 edition is organized under the umbrella 

theme: THE CHALLENGES AND THE CRISES OF A TECHNOLOGIAL WORLD 

 

Tracks: 

a. Crises of the Contemporary Society in the Security Studies 

b. Social and Political Sciences Facing Technology’s Challenges in the Contemporary Society 

c. Between the End of the World and the End of Human Society 

d. Is There a Real Need for Digital Detoxification? 

 

 

Chairs:  

Viorel Guliciuc – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania 

Ivi-Angeliki Mavromoustakou – University of Crete, Rethymnon, Greece 

Oana Lenta – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pune
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KEYSPEAKERS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPETENCES, ETHICS  AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY  

IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:  

INTERNATIONAL  TRENDS AND FACETS  OF THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY 
 

Professor Nikos Papadakis 

Deputy Director of the Centre for Political Research & Documentation,  

Department of Political Science 

University of Crete, Rethymnon, Greece 

papadakn@uoc.gr 

 

 

The key-note presentation focuses on the (co)relation among competences, ethics and administrative capacity in 

Public Administration, raising issues related to institutional and (mainly) capacity building.  It deals with the role of 

HRD in Public Sector capacity, while exploring the contribution of civil servants' capacity building- reskilling on 

the development of an ethical behavior and an effective daily practice in PA. It initially raises definitional issues 

concerning the relationship among governance quality, public sector efficiency, HRD and capacity building in PA, 

taking into account cross country analysis and comparative studies’ findings. It focuses on the Competency 

Management (CM), in order to present and analyze the new trends towards the competence-based HRM & HRD 

approach (within the context of  NPM), which is developing worldwide, due to the transition from the rather 

legalistic administrative tradition ending in the “classical career model” to more flexible modes of administration 

responding to the increased complexity of institutions and ending in “hybrid” (in terms of  Demmke, Henökl, and  

Moilanen ) models and patterns of  HR Systems in PA . Within this context, it synopsizes the requirements and 

determinants of this approach, given the divergences and convergences in different national cases. Issues of needs-in 

skills-assessment, competences’ clustering and typologies, levels of centralization/ decentralization, training 

modularization and impact assessment, training plans’ development, capacity building’s relation to the overlapping 

perspectives in PA are raised and analyzed, in order a) to proceed in an evidence-based proposed methodological 

strategy, providing an holistic framework for Civil Servants’ Competence-based HRD & Training and b) to 

investigate the role of the abovementioned competence-based perspective in enhancing ethical behavior, via the 

mainstreaming of the value- judged rules and mainly the development of a “collective ethos” that can be easily 

individualized.   

 

 

 

 

 

AN INSTITUTIONAL DISPOSITIVE FOR THE DISCREET ERASURE  

OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM: THE BIRTH OF THE ACADEMIC EMPLOYEE  

IN THE MEXICAN BORDER UNIVERSITY 
 

Professor PhD Carlos Eduardo Montano 

Universidad Autonoma da Ciudad Juarez,  

edmontano@me.com 

 

Several ongoing processes within higher education have challenged the practice of Academic Freedom 

(AF); violations against AF are becoming common in some regions and are impacting on thousands of 
scholars. Laws protecting rights such as academic freedom are essential yet insufficient without 

monitoring mechanisms to oversee whether or not the law is being applied fully (CEART, 2012). 

However, violations are not the only challenges AF is facing, more subtle ways of intrusion as the 
evaluation of teaching, expectations of social and economic relevance, research funding from external 

sources and its restrictions related to publications, and the presence of the “virtual university” are among 
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the issues to reflect on its relation to AF. This paper analyses the forms of intrusion developed in the 

Border University, a Mexican Public State University, in the terms of an institutional dispositive, in the 

Foucauldian sense, for the production of academic subjectivities, arguing that the emergence of 

subordination, as the ethical form of governmentality of academic practice and the transformation of the 
objects of an effective discourse that has given birth to the new “Academic Employee”, substituting the 

“excluded” subjectivity of the “Free Academic”, erasing its presence from discourse and obstructing 

academia’s participation for its own definition and governance. The authors conclude that these 
dispositive settings and ethical stances for the production of academic subjects are the real challenge for 

Academic Freedom and urge academia for a reflection of its practice and for a new ethical stance. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

BIG GENE DATA, BIOPRIVACY AND SURVEILLANCE 
 

Professor PhD Stefan Lorenz Sorgner  

Erlangen University, Germany 

sorgner@gmx.net 

 

 

The panopticon was developed and designed by the founder of modern utilitarianism in the late 18th century, the 

British philosopher Jeremy Bentham. He spent about 16 years at the concept of the building which was part of his 

suggestions concerning legal and social reforms. The building’s structure could be applied to a great variety of 

institution’s from factory’s via hospitals to schools and asylums, but Bentham spent most his time developing the 

architecture of a prison. What is special about the building panopticon by Bentham is that it represents a means for 

permanent, cost effective surveillance. Michel Foucault’s analyses such a structure in his monograph “Discipline 

and Punish”: 

"He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes responsibility for the constraints of power; 
he makes them play spontaneously upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he 

simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection" (1995, 202-203). 

His analysis is even more relevant today than when it was written by Foucault. My talk on the Internet Panopticon 

will reveal some of the most important challenges related to this structure and it will present suggestions of how it is 

possible to deal with them. 
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PARTICIPANTS 
 

 

NOUVELLES TECHNOLOGIES, DROITS ET AUTORITÉS ADMINISTRATIVE INDÉPENDANTES EN GRÈCE 

(NEW TECHNOLOGIES, RIGHTS AND INDEPENDENT ADMNISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES IN GREECE) 

 

Ivi-Angeliki Mavromoustakou,  

School of Social Sciences 

Department of Political Science 

University of Crete, Rethymnon, Greece 

mavromoi@uoc.gr 

 

Les premières autorités administratives indépendantes (AAI) ont été   crées en Grèce au cours des années ’90. Cette 

procédure n’a pas   constitué une nouveauté grecque, puisque, autant leurs éléments   organiques et fonctionnels 

d’indépendance, que leurs attributions ont   été tirés des caractéristiques établies progressivement par   l’expérience 

internationale dans des applications institutionnelles   précises, qui visaient soit à une régulation économique soit à 

la  protection des droits. Aujourd'hui au mois cinq AAI, établies par voie   constitutionnelle ou législative en Grèce, 

essaient de protéger les   droits que les nouvelles technologies peuvent mettre en danger. On   s’interroge si elles 

peuvent protéger les droits respectifs par les   moyens dont elles possèdent, c’est-à-dire leurs attributions, leur   

budget et personnel. 

CAN THE “PRIME DIRECTIVE” UNDERLIE AN ETHICS OF THE SPATIAL ERA? 

 

PhD Antonio SANDU 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

Researcher at LUMEN Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences,  

Executive Director of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics – Romania. 

antonio1907@yahoo.com 

 

The prospect of a close spatial era of humanity opened the way to utopias that are based on a cosmic humanity.  

The authors of the series of science-fiction movies Star Trek propose a so-called prime directive, which guides the 

relationships between humans and the extra-terrestrial civilizations.  
This directive restricts any cultural contamination of civilizations that are not at the level of technological 

development that would make space travel possible.  

The experience of the clash of civilizations and the systematic destruction of the indigenous people from South 

America by the European colonists seems like an encounter between a technologically developed civilization, and 

an under-developed one, being unfavourable for  the latter one and leading to its full annihilation.  

However, such experience doesn’t justify a prime directive as a fundament of an ethics of spatial era. Another 

perspective can be that the access to technology, as long as the moral consciousness of that civilization doesn’t 

include the ethical evaluation of technologies, and the technoethics can create the premises of self-destruction for 

that civilization.  

Our conclusion refers to the need of an ethics of spatial era that would precede the very transition of humanity to the 

level of civilization imposed by the spatial era. In this article we will review a series of theoretical fundaments on 
the possibility of an ethics of the spatial era, and will finish with a few possible answers to the question Can the 

debut of the spatial era be considered a moment of singularity?, similar and parallel with that of the emergence of 

consciousness to non-human entities (AI, extra-terrestrial entities, non-human sentient beings, eventually developed 

as a result of genetic engineering).  

Keywords: ethics of spatial era, prime directive, singularity, sci-fi literature.  

 

 

THE MAIN ETHICAL STRATEGIES IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING FIELD 

 

PhD Eng. L. Dan MILICI,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 
dam@eed.usv.ro 

 

PhD Eng. Mariana MILICI,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

 

In some research projects we are focused on research on persons, doing medical tests or tests on sportsmen 

(regarding their training and performance).  
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Referring to the social responsibility, in our research activity, besides the research integrity, another main 

direction/strategy consists in respecting the research ethics.  

A. Ethical principles  
In this aim, we are focused on the core ethical principles in research:  

1. Respect for persons  

 respecting their dignity  

 respect for autonomous decisions of persons  

 requirements of protection of vulnerable persons, especially those with diminished autonomy  

2. Non-maleficence  

 not doing harm  

3. Beneficence  

 avoiding harm  

 doing good  

 making active efforts to secure persons’ well-being by maximizing potential benefit and minimizing 

potential harm  

4. Justice  

 trying to be fair and mindful in balanced distribution of burdens and benefits on the relevant research 

stakeholders  

B. Informed consent  
Starting from a research idea, we try select the target group, based on an informed consent, taking into 

consideration the three categories of elements:  

1. Threshold elements  
1.1. Competence  

The participants are not transiently or permanently impaired in their decision-making capacity and can make meaningful, 

though-out decisions regarding the participation in research  

1.2. Voluntariness  

The participants are not coerced, unduly pressured or inappropriately induced to agree to participate in the 

research project  

2. Information elements  

2.1. Information  

Providing selected relevant information that pertains to the decision to participants in an understandable format:  

 Written participant information, to be distributed to participants sufficiently in advance of their decision to 

participate in research, so that this information can be used in participants’ deliberations on participation.  

 The written information needs are provided in accessible language appropriate to the target group, and its 

delivery may need to be adjusted depending on factors such as age, education, or literacy.  

The participant information material is written in an easily accessible manner and provides information on the 

following aspects:  

- the purpose and objectives of the research project  

- how the person has been selected for contact as potential research participant (if researchers contact participants on 

the basis of fully publicly available information)  

- what exactly participating in the research entails, in terms of concrete research activities to be performed and other 

practical requirements  

- any related costs or benefits arising from participation  

- any risks or harm, particular burdens or extensive time requirements related to participation; risks need to be 
identified in terms of their likelihood  

- any remedies for those available through the research project  

- any potential benefits arising from research participation, either for the person individually or for a group that they 

represent or are closely related to (the potential benefits are not overstated)  

- confidentiality and anonymity of information shared during research, data protection practices, and potential limits 

to confidentiality (i.e. circumstances under which information shared in research will be provided to others; there 

might be legal requirements of breaching confidentiality for example in the case of information regarding child 

abuse, or information about serious criminal behaviour)  

- what happens after the participation  

- how exactly the process from information to consent to data collection will proceed  

- who to contact if a participant has concerns about the project, complaints, or experiences negative effects from 

participation  
- states if a research ethics committee has given approval for a project, and include name, address and contact details 

for the committee  

2.2. Understanding  

Ensuring that the information provided was understood adequately by the participants:  

Face-to-face meeting between researcher and participant in advance of their decision to participate, to explain the 

research verbally and provide the opportunity for questions and clarifications.  
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3. Consent elements  

3.1. Decision  

Based on the information provided during the process, the participant decides which option to take.  

3.2. Authorization  

The participant authorizes the researchers to go ahead with the planned action:  

The written consent form that will be signed both by researcher and participant states that:  

- the participant had the opportunity to receive clarification to any questions,  

- is happy with the information received,  

- is aware of the right to withdraw from research at any point,  

- agrees to participation in research,  

- (where appropriate) specifies any specific additional agreements and issues that need to be addressed before 
research can go ahead.  

C. Limited decisional capacity.  

In the informing process we could confront with participants with limited decisional capacity.  

Generally, a limited decisional capacity of participants can be due to a variety of factors. The relevant factors 

impacting decisional capacity are:  

 age and maturity  

 mental illness  

 dementia  

 cognitive disability  

 psychological distress  

 pain  
In our particular field of research we find as a cause for a limited decisional capacity the age and maturity.  

Children are considered to have limited but constantly developing decisional capacity which is affected both by their 

age and their life experiences and general maturity.  

We make a distinction between different age groups and levels of expected maturity:  

 infants and pre-school children (0-5 years)  

 primary school children with potentially limited literacy (6-8 years)  

 fully literate pre-teens (9-13 years)  

 teenagers (14-17 years).  

Different requirements requirements for the informed consent process apply for different age groups, especially the 

nature and presentation of information materials and the degree of active involvement of parents or guardians in the 

child’s decision process. A child’s decision to participate in research generally has to be accompanied by agreement 
of parents or guardians, unless the law allows some scope for independent decision-making by minors in relation to 

research.  

D. Vulnerability  
In our research the problem of vulnerability could arise.  

Even for adults with full decisional capacity, there are additional considerations to take into account, insofar as they 

may also be vulnerable in other ways that affect their research participation.  

This is relevant in relation to research with students (some of the participants in our research projects are students), 

who are in a power relationship with their teachers or academic lecturers (members in the researchers team) and may 

either implicitly feel or actually be obliged to participate.  

Increased vulnerability can lead to heightened risks, for example:  

 risk of agreeing to participation without giving due consideration to its potential impact  

 risk of being unduly influenced in participation decisions by the potential of receiving money or desired 

services  

 risk of being susceptible to implicit pressures to participate or fear of withdrawal of services or good will  

 heightened risk of experiencing harm in research  

 heightened risk of not being able to defend effectively against emerging harms  

 risk of exploitation and having no effective remedies to address problematic experiences  

Accordingly, we must take care for a continuous rebalancing of power throughout the research process, where 

researchers and participants both hold some powers and are vulnerable in some relevant respects.  

E. Recruitment and incentives  
When recruiting the participants, it is assumed that participants’ willingness to participate should be independent of any 

incentive that the researcher has to offer, and that an offer of incentives is ethically suspect.  

F. Confidentiality and data protection  

Confidentiality is a research ethical requirement in relation to participants’ contributions to our research.  

Confidentiality requires attention to:  

 careful anonymisation  

 safe data storage  

 consent for envisaged sharing of personal data  
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 awareness of legal obligations regarding confidentiality  

 timely information of participant about possible limitations of confidentiality and anonymity  

Confidentiality requirements in research are also informed and guided by Data protection legislation. 

Bibliography: 

[1] Heike FELZMANN, Priscilla ROSS, Karl Walter Matthias KAISER, Research Ethics and Scientific Academic, 

Springer, 2014; 

[2] Mariana MILICI, L. Dan MILICI, Ethics in electrical engineering, science and technomogy, Metamorphosys, 

no. 7, 2015, pp. 29 

Keywords: etical principles, responsability, research etics,  

 

 

HOW TO TREAT A PERSON SICK BY TECHNOPHRENY? 

 

PhD Bogdan POPOVENIUC 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

bpopoveniuc@yahoo.com 

 

Technology is the brave new world of human beings. Living in, with and on technology results in living for and as 

technology.  

The fast technological development implied major changes in the modern man psychology.  At its surface technological 

mentality seems a very clear and distinct thinking, at affective level it provides satisfaction and a leisure oriented attitude, and 

underground it nurtures freedom of suffering and hopes of immortality.  
But on long term technophreny implies the degradation of cognitive functions, the looseness of the unity of person and the 

mitigation of the joy of life. In this article  

I will try to scketch some preliminary remarck on a possible treatment of such state, despite its powerful anosognosia which 

come from its logical simplicity and the resonance with the fundamental way of external artificial world function.  

Keywords:  technology, technophreny, anosognosia, technological mentality 

 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA BETWEEN CHALLENGE AND CRISES IN A TECHNOLOGICAL WORLD 

 

PhD  Bogdan PĂTRUȚ 

“Vasile Alecsandri” University, Bacău 

cristinacormos@yahoo.com 
 

PhD  Monica PĂTRUȚ 

“Vasile Alecsandri” University, Bacău 

cristinacormos@yahoo.com 

 

Social networking is one of the breakthrough acquisition of our technological world. In this frame, Social Media 

plays an essential role in the contemporary societies` knowledge management. However, the complexity of the 

Social Networking and of the Social Media makes difficult any predictability of its future evolution, based on the 

difficulty of analysis of non-linear systems. Under these circumstances, Social Media is a challenge for any 

traditional, classic, Newtonian like understanding of social phenomena and tendencies. 

 

 

CHALLENGES IN THE PR STRATEGY TRANSLATION FROM A NATIONAL LANGUAGE TO 

ANOTHER NATIONAL LANGUAGE. CASE STUDY: NORVEGIAN AND FRENCH 

 

PhD  Roxana-Ema DREVE 

“Babes Bolyai” University. Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

dreveroxana@yahoo.com 

 

PhD  Valeria-Alina MIRON 

“Babes Bolyai” University. Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

valeria_alina_miron@yahoo.com 

 
The contemporary world societies exhibit an astonishing complexity everywhere. Precisely this complexity is 

theoretically appealing and challenging, when studying the issues related to the translation of a PR strategy created 

in a national language into another national language, as the results will be influenced by the non-linearity and non-

predictability of the binom PR strategy – national language as complex systems. The case study is focused on the 

Norvegian and French languages. 

Keywords:  complexity, PR strategy, Language, translation 
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LUMEA CONTEMPORANĂ ÎNTR-O ANALIZĂ ETICĂ 

(THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD UNDER AN ETHICAL ANALYSIS) 

 

                                                                                          PhD Adriana Mihaela Macsut 

     Bucharest University 

adrianamcasut@gmail.com 

 

Totul se rupe și totul se sparge și lumea întreagă pare că se prăbușește în haos sub povara unui relativism al 

cunoașterii în care totul pare posibil și totul pare imposibil, iar atunci se manifestă relativismul cunoaşterii.  

Întrebarea este dacă este putință etica în această lume haotică! Nu se poate da un un răspuns tranșant, dar se poate 

afirma că se prefigurează  o situaţie paradoxală prin care etica este pretutindeni revendicată Se conturează, astfel, 
lumea postmodernă care suferă de o criză a principiilor.  

În acest  context postmodern se manifestă există un pluralism conceptual la nivelul valorilor, opiniilor despre lume 

și viaţă, moralităţii şi practicilor religioase. Totuși chiar în acest câmp al crizei principiilor este nevoie de norme 

morale.  

Un loc aparte îl ocupă binele, o valoare morală dorită, În aceste condiții, se conturează necesitatea unui pluralism 

etic prin care să se fundamentaze societatea postmoralistă – de fapt, un demers meta-etic.  Se conturează, astfel, o 

întoarcere la  Mitul Peșterii care dovedește că există încă o ordine în câmpul devenirii postmoderne.  

Oamenii actuali sunt frământaţi de aceleaşi întrebări cei din vechime. Transcendența omului contemporan este 

legată în egală măsură de vechile întrebări metafizice  și de singularitate, iar în acest sens, este sugestiv filmul 

Transcendent Man.  

În această lume postmodernă a crizei de principii fiecare om devine fiul rispitor care trăiește unui viitor care este 

deja aici. Dar acest  om nu poate ființa izolat și  în aceste condiții relațiile inter-umane există doar prin raportul eu-
celălat:  

Cuvinte cheie: lume postmodernă, etică, demers meta-etic, Mitul Peșterii, fiul risipitor  

 

 

CRIZA IDENTITARĂ ÎN SPAȚIUL MOBILITĂȚII SOCIALE 

(IDENTITY CRISES IN THE MOBILITY’S SOCIAL SPACE) 

 

PhD  Cristina CORMOŞ 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

cristinacormos@yahoo.com 

 
Mobilitatea socială, care exprimă schimbarea statutului în care se află un individ sau un grup de indivizi sub incinta 

unui complex de factori economici, tehnologici, organizaţionali, sociali etc. are la bază o serie de fenomene sociale 

care accentuează schimbarea la nivele sociale distincte.  

Schimbările se fac resimţite în structura şi compoziţia socială, în măsura în care are caracter de mobilitate socială şi în 

măsura în care sunt implicate deplasări în spaţiul social, respectiv treceri de la o poziţie socială la alta. Astfel, făcând 

referire in special la două dintre fenomenele des întâlnite, emigrație și imigrație, se observă că mobilitatea socială 

aduce cu sine și criza identitară resimtită atât de indivizii implicați, cât și de comunitățile/societățile de primire și de 

plecare. Ca urmare, acest articol va analiza criza identitară și factorii determinanți, urmărindu-se fenomenele 

emigrării și imigrării în societatea actuală. 

Cuvinte cheie: mobilitate socială, criză identitară, emigrație, imigrație, spațiu social 

 
 

HUMAN SOCIETY AS WE KNOW IT 

AND THE ARISING TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

 

PhD candidate Roxana-Ionela ACHIRICESEI,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

rachiricesei@yahoo.com 

 

Humans are presumed to be simple beings, with some simple needs of living, and maybe simple expectations. But it 

is not that way! For centuries thinkers tried to answer questions – some of them that might seem simple – just for 

reaching some king of universal truth, from where we came from, what do we do, what is our purpose on this 

planet… 
Human society as we know it could not exist without minds and selves. The behavior of all living organisms has a 

basically social aspect: the fundamental biological or physiological impulses and needs which lie at the basis of all. 

The human social process had not arisen without or emerged out minds and selves. Technique transforms traditional 

practices and it is making them conscious and rational. 
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Technology is in fact somehow celebrated as one of the marks of human nature. Many people are concerned about 

the impact that technology has on the nature – like the extinction of some plants and animals by introducing 

genetically modified crops – but they can not discard the utility of technologies in their lives.  

This human society is one of consumerism, social wellbeing and social and self comfort. 

The emerging technologies make humans addicted to it, make it part of lives, of body and of soul. We will reach the 

point to say that nothing at all can or could escape technology. We do have now a lot of gadgets and programs that 

are very useful, almost indispensables in some domains, but the intention of increasing the wellbeing is by making 

them part of human body and life. The artificial intelligence is rising up, genetics and robotics have reach the level 

that children in the 1960 were reading in the science fiction books, and computers and technology in general has 

ease the lives of human beings. We can not deny the use of technology in our lives: all of the revolutions in sciences 

saved lives, helped travel, facilitate agriculture and industry, but also helped communications and learning. But is 
this a good point of viewing the birth of a new society: technological society?  

Humans as living being that has consciousness, reason, feelings and claims that has ethical principles, must and needs 

to weigh the moral and rational weight and difficulty, that emerging technology put into human society, and if the new 

society – the technological one – could, would and it will be a better one that the one it is now.  

Keywords: human society, social process, human nature, technology, technological society. 

 

 

SOCIAL AND ETHICAL CHALLENGES OF USING BIOMASS AS A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE 

 

PhD candidate Mihaela BOBOC,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

mutu_mihaela87@yahoo.com 
 

Concerns for finding alternative sources of conventional energy are caused by the oil shock of the 1970s. 

Harnessing renewable resources arises from the need to prevent unlimited exhaustible natural resource depletion. 

Among the arguments that support the use of inexhaustible natural resources are economic prosperity and 

competitiveness, environment and quality of life by default. 

Biomass is one of the main renewable energy sources having a rather large potential both nationally and at European 

level. Although the arguments supporting the use of renewable resources are accepted both at national and European 

level, we can not think about the price paid by the local population and consumers of energy. Using the renewable 

resources for the production of energy actually increased consumer prices. Also, local people lose some of arable 

land. How moral and how equitable is to use arable land for the production of biomass to the detriment of producing 

food? However, intensive energy crops destroy biodiversity and natural habitats, generating ecocentric and 
biocentric concerns. 

Renewable energy sources (including biomass) are viewed with enthusiasm today and are considered one of the best 

solutions to satisfy the energy needs and to sustainable economic development in agreement with environmental 

protection. But it is an immoral act to consider them the saving ones just because they are profitable. 

In this context we need a legislative framework at national, European and even global level which needs to integrate 

among the economic and the environmental principles, and also social and ethical principles. Because without a set 

of ethical principles addressing at equity between individuals, social responsibility and intrinsic value of the 

biosphere, the challenges and problems arising from the use of renewable resources will intensify. 

Keywords: social challenges, ethical challenges, renewable resources, biomass. 

 

 

IS THERE MANIPULATION AND CONSTRAINT THROUGH THE SOCIAL NETWORKS?
1
 

 

PhD candidate Anisoara Andreea BONDAR,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

rachiricesei@yahoo.com 

 

We live in an era which the influence of modern milieu of communication has an unfailing dominance on human 

mind  , in that it is able to  point our way of acting, of thinking over the difficulties which assail us so that these 

contribute to the reworking of human being  in his plenitude.  The new technolgy brought us into an area where we 

interact with others although we physically know or not , but the excessive pressure on  using it ,obviously leads to 

the “eradication of that sense , function,  organ “2. 

The tablets, i-pods, smartphones merely deceive over the sight sense , the  imagination, not being used, they  
deteriorate , getting into a dormant state  , unable to function properly. We are involved in social networks, as actors 

in an on-line performance where there are transferred : images, thoughts, feelings, solutions  to our health evidence , 

                                                             
1 This work was supported by the project “ Interdisciplinary excellence in doctoral scientific research in Romania - EXCELLENTIA” co-funded from the European Social  

Fund through the Development of Human Resources Operational Programme 2007-2013, contract no. POSDRU/187/1.5/S/155425. 

2  McLuhan, Marshall, Mass media  sau mediul invizibil, Editura Nemira, 1997 
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that might be preoccupying us, but,  are they solvable in reality or just  manipulatedby a contrived dream called : 

facebook /twitter/linkedln?  

The idea is that we are monopolized by using a social network or pc , thus we cannot  conceive the life without 

technology  and still, these do not represent a resolution to our all actions. These redound to the reenactment of 

actuality, shaping a new existential environment and of conciousness, too, for the modern man, a new manner of 

living.  

The aim of this article , is to elucidate the technological progress in direct proportion to the creature’s development 

and how it could be accomplished by means of  social networks that explore the organizational cognition in virtual 

space.  

Therewith, the explication of  manipulating processand the power of virtual obtrusion apprising a clear and 

continual involvement of the philosophic-anthropological  course    
Keywords: manipulation, social network,  virtual information /communication, persuasion, organization 

 

 

THE HUMAN BEING’S LONGEVITY. THE BIRTH OF A MORAL SELFISHNESS
3
 

 

PhD candidate Alina  M. COCALIA (CRĂCIUN) 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

cocalia_alina@yahoo.com 

 

The present article proposes an approach of the humanity evolution’s problem which is already under the fingerprint of the 

development of the technological culture. We bring into discussion a new tendency of the present man which is a 

component, active part of a society which leads to the acceptance of a new social dimension which has as a starting point 
the way the human being behaves in the condition of technological evolution.  

Our aim is to come into notice one aspect, considered as being normal nowadays, in which the man is really 

concerned with his own person, physically and mentally, too, attending the improvement of social, material and 

spiritual life, chasing to touch perfection. The human condition is threatened by the birth of a new paradigm of 

values, as a result of the technical medium’s development and as a way of manifestation of it in the condition of the 

burst of the process of globalization.The perfectible man has become subject and object of the present society, of 

history on the whole, context in which it became a global consciousness gradually. He knows himself as being 

mortal and he is preocupied by the problem of the future in a responsible and assumed way which contributes to the 

dimension of a new form of society and to a concrete vision about what future represents.  

Thus, he draws and has as working instruments, defining elements of the human essence: meaning, value, self 

consciousness, intelligence, moral consciousness, responsability, freedom. 
Keywords: social reality, moral selfishness, longevity, technology, globalization 

 

 

PLEADING FOR A ROMANIAN PERSPECTIVE ON  HISTORY 

 

PhD candidate Dragos HUȚULEAC  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

hutuleacd@yahoo.com 

 

We are in full process of globalization. The world passes through changes of structure and field which should 

correspond with the necessities of the new millennium. It should ensure quiet. But it doesn’t happen like this. We 
are actually witnessing the human’s alienation from himself, the unification of society and its bordering in some 

norms that do not correspond to internal relations specific to social ideals. We are living moments of confusion:  the 

humanity is in a chaotic stage today, there are global crises and failures of all ethic and moral principles. 

At this point, there is no cure for us but to sink in the wisdom of the past, to extract from registers the certain 

direction to guid ourselves to the present moment, to drink from the fountain of traditions and to search the genesis 

of autochthon thinking’s wisdom. We have to identify those elements of national spirituality which have endured the 

history, which have stayed faithful to themselves. In their existence stays our ancestry. It is her that we call down 

when it comes to national identity. Other conjures are nothing but protocol. The circumstance is the one which 

defines them, while the other stays eternal. 

In the following pages, we will seek to get close with a profound Romania, not a televised Romania. We will put it 

face to face with globalization. From this “conflict” we’ll see what comes out… 

Keywords: globalization, Romanian thinking, wisdom, humanity, traditions 
 

 

 

                                                             
3 This work was supported by the project “ Interdisciplinary excellence in doctoral scientific research in Romania - EXCELLENTIA” co-funded from the European 

Social  Fund through the Development of Human Resources Operational Programme 2007-2013, contract no. POSDRU/187/1.5/S/155425. 
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IS THERE A PHILOSOPHY OF  THE ONLINE COMMUNITIES? 

 

PhD candidate Dragos HUȚULEAC  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

hutuleacd@yahoo.com 

 

The contemporary world is profoundly connected to the Online Social Networks. They redefine the way how people 

interact today, case which has consequences for both the individual level and at the level of medium and large 

communities.  

This study discusses the possibility of a Virtual Philosophy, considering that the Internet has become an integral part 

of our daily lives.  
This managed to change the contemporary thinking, to revolutionize knowledge and communication, also he 

generated even social transformations. Therefore, the occurrence of a specific environmental online philosophy it is 

not just a utopia, but a natural evolution of this discipline. 

Keywords: virtual philosophy, online communities, Internet, globalization, social networks 

 

 

BIOHACKERS AND THE RISKS OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY 

  

PhD candidate Olivia MACOVEI  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

hermosa_me@yahoo.com 

 
Synthetic Biology is a techno-science, which in addition to the many benefits and involves certain risks.   

The biohacking  is one of the risks that had not been taken into account by the scientists.  

Effects on society are numerous and worthy to be taken into account and the ethical asepects arising here should be 

studied carefully. An issue with major implications on mankind is the danger that the biohaecker can make 

biological weapons and drugs using synthetic microbes.  

The biohacking has become a global movement, and this implies the emergence of an alternative community, which 

is growing rapidly. The development implications of this phenomenon, in a globalized world are major. It raises the 

question "how much can we force limits and what will be the effects of accelerated development of technology and 

synthetic biology over humanity?".  This phenomenon could be more difficult to master than initially thought, and 

the benefits and potential risks have to be taken into account.  

In conditions in which synthetic biology in future will revolutionize human society, ethical implications of 
technology development and biohacking movement should be investigated as a priority. 

Keywords: biohacking, sintetic biology, himan society, future of humankind 

 

 

CONTROVERSELE  ARTEMISININEI SEMI-SINTETICE 

(CONTROVERCIES ON THE SEMI-SYNTHETIC ARTEMISINE) 
 

PhD candidate Olivia MACOVEI  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

hermosa_me@yahoo.com 

 
Arteminisina este un compus chimic care in combinaţie cu alţi derivaţi se foloseşte pentru tratarea malariei.  

Acest compus este obţinut din planta Artemisia annua.  

Resursele vegetale din care se obţine acest medicament anti-malarie sunt epuizabile, iar o exploatare pe  termen lung 

ar afecta mediul înconjurător.  Factorii care influenţează producţia de artemisinină din surse vegetale sunt: preţul 

fluctuant, instabilitatea politică, condiţiile climatice, perioada lungă de creştere a plantei.  

Obţinerea de arteminisinină sintetică ar reprezenta o soluţie, iar in viitor producţia sustenabilă a acestui medicament 

ar contribui la efortul global de a eradica maladia.  

Pe de altă parte, dacă s-ar realiza acest lucru, ar fi afectaţi oamenii cre lucrează în fermele din Vietnam, China, India 

şi Africa de Est, care ar putea să-şi piardă slujbele.  Din acest motiv producerea la scară globală a arteminisinei 

semisintetice este un subiect controvesrsat.  

Deşi  aceasta ar fi o soluţie pentru tratamentul a milioane de oameni afectaţi de malarie in fiecare an, în ţările din 
Africa, se ridică numeroase probleme legate de implicaţile etice, sociale şi economice ale acestei descoperiri din 

domeniul biologiei sintetice. 

Cuvinte cheie: artemisina, etică, resurse vegetale, malarie 
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COURTS ON THE INFORMATION SOCIETY IMPACT  

OF NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 

 

 PhD candidate Alexandru POPOVENIUC  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

bpopoveniuc@yahoo.com 

 

 This article set up some lines of inquiry related with the few questions t article tries to start up directions of 

research on the overall impact that new information technologies have on public space in conjunction with the role 

that the institution of court / trial. The public perception / image of the courts and judicial activity is altered by the 

proliferation of new communication technologies? There is any change of perspective / paradigm of court / trial 
activity brought by the easier access to sources of information? There is a resistance of the judiciary system toward 

the opening supposed by the interaction between the public service and those served by it? And if it is so, this is due 

to the inherent inertia for any format change; it is determined by the very essence of the functions that this institution 

(the third Estate in classical tripartite division); or simply the impact of new information technologies does not lead 

to any change of perspective / paradigm on the court? 

Keywords:  information technology, courts, resistance, judiciary system 

 

 

DESIGNING ETHICAL CODES IN METAVERSE 

 

PhD candidate Narcisa Loredana POSTEUCĂ 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 
narcisaposteuca@gmail.com 

 

Escaping the dual system-based paradigm, a multi-user network generates different social aggregations, oriented 

towards specific criteria of value reporting.  

Therefore, the scope of this research paper is to clarify the manner in which moral profiles are derived from social 

radicals and how values are designed or integrated in the virtual interactive communities.  

Moreover, the meta-ethical challenges that a endogenous moral structure or criteria would imply, require a detailed 

analysis of the value variations and mutations that define every virtual (sub)culture.   

For this purpose, the main projective modalities of ethics encoding will be argued, along with   evolutionary and 

stationary models that might explain the structural functions of a virtual project for specialized ethics.     

For a better understanding of the ethical implications that result from the social-interactive virtuality, this research 
will follow the current debates integrating the ongoing valuations of the user behavior and its projective 

components.  

Keywords: metaverse, virtual culture, moral profile, virtual ethics, communities. 

 

 

COGNITIVE ENHANCEMENT AS A FORM OF MORAL IMPROVEMENT 

 

PhD candidate Loredana TEREC-VLAD 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

loredanaterec@gmail.com 

 
Transhumanism has increasingly more followers, many of whom are philosophers or scientists who aim to benefit 

the humanity through human enhancement or cognitive enhancement: to reduce the diseases the human individual 

may suffer from, to extend life, to give him as many chances to be happy. 

In this paper we aim to analyze the concept and the way cognitive enhancement could be implemented as a form of 

moral improvement. 

Keywords: transhumanism, moral improvement, human enhancement, cognitive enhancement, happiness 

 

 

DIGITIZAREA ÎN ASISTENȚA SOCIALĂ 

(DIGITIZATION IN SOCIAL CARE/WORK) 

 

PhD candidate Florin TĂRNĂUCEANU 
“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

ftarnauceanu@yahoo.com 

 

Contextul social al dezvoltării și utilizării tehnologiei informației joacă un rol important în influențarea felului în 

care oamenii utilizează informația și tehnologia, influențând astfel consecințele pentru muncă, organizații și relații 

sociale.  
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În această lucrare se va sublinia faptul că agravarea inegalităților existente sunt provocate pe termen mediu și lung 

de către accesul limitat la Internet al unor segmente de populație.  

Cunoștințele în utilizarea computerului și rata de acces la Internet este influențată şi de vârstă. 

Cuvinte cheie: digitizare, software-ul social, diviziunea digitală 

 

 

MANAGEMENT AND EDUCATION,  

OR ABOUT THE EFFICIENCY OF SCHOOL MANAGERS IN ROMANIA 

 

Teacher. Oana Miruna OPREA 

Școala Generală Oniceni, Suceava 
oana.miruna.oprea@gmail.com 

         

Since 1989 until today, the education system has undergone a lot of changes: on the one hand, they are trying to 

adapt the programs to the demands of the society, and on the other hand there is the issue related to the contents of 

the disciplines taught in schools.  

School managers in our country are facing many problems related to the way of managing the institutions and to the 

internal organization.  

In this paper, I will bring up for discussion the fact that school management is not strictly related to the way of 

managing an institution; the focus is also laid on the way the beneficiaries of the education system view the 

manager. 

Keywords: education system, school manager, beneficiaries of the education system 

 
 

GENERAL AND PARTICULAR ASPECTS REGARDING THE EDUCATIONAL DISCOURSE: 

BETWEEN INFORMATION TRANSFER AND PERSUASION 

 

Teacher. Oana Miruna OPREA 

Școala Generală Oniceni, Suceava 

oana.miruna.oprea@gmail.com 

 

Every day our society offers us a wealth of information, which needs to be decoded. This happens in the mass 

media, politics, etc., but also in education.  

Throughout this paper, we would like to bring up for discussion certain aspects regarding the educational discourse 
and to outline the fact that, besides the knowledge transfer, there is also some form of manipulation, which aims to 

create a different view regarding the reality. 

Keywords: education system, discourse, manipulation, knowledge transfer  

 


